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ALLOPHONIC TEXT-TO-SPEECH SYNTHESIZER:
GENERAL STRUCTURE AND DESCRIPTION
A structure of the text-to-speech conversion algorithm
based on an allophonic representation of the text is described. The
serially connected textual, prosodic, phonemic and signal
processors organize text-to-speech conversion. The output of the
textual processor is prosodically marked phonemic text. The role
of the prosodic processor is the generation of pitch, duration and
intensity contours of synthetic sounds. The phonemic processor
transforms a prosodically labeled phonemic text in to acoustical
parameters of the allophones. This information comes to the signal
processor that generates the synthetic speech.

Introduction
There are several approaches to the building of text-to-speech systems.
The main point is: what kind of minimal elements should be taken for the
proper approximation of the phonemic structure of the reading text? Nowadays
two kind of minimal elements most commonly used for the approximation of
the phonemic structure: diphones [1] and microwaves [2]. Also in [3]
allophonic units were suggested as minimal elements. The advantage of
allophonic elements usage is the possibility to reach a compromise between the
potential quality of the synthetic speech and the volume of the memory required
for the storage of the speech units. This paper describes in details a structure of
text-to-speech conversion algorithm based on an allophonic representation of
the speech units that was developed in the Laboratory [4].

1. General structure of text-to-speech conversion algorithm
A general structure of the text-to-speech conversion algorithm is shown
in fig. 1. The input of the synthesizer is an orthographic text while the output is
a synthetic speech signal. Text-to-speech conversion is organized by the serially
connected textual, prosodic, phonemic and signal processors. The output of the
textual processor, as well as the input of the prosodic processor, is prosodically
marked phonemic text that generated by textual processor using Knowledge
Base (KB) such as dictionary, morphological and syntactic knowledge. The role
of the prosodic processor is the generation of pitch, duration and intensity
contours of synthetic sounds according with the given text and the KB which
contained the pattern contours of pith, duration and intensity as well as the rules
for there modification. Next comes the phonemic processor that transforms the
prosodically labeled phonemic text in to acoustical parameters of the allophones
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Fig. 1. General structure of allophonic text-to-speech synthesizer

by using KB: the set of phonemes of the given language and the allophone
generation rules. This information comes to the signal processor which
generates the synthetic speech with a certain voice chosen from the database.
More details of the functioning of each processor are to be found in fig. 2-8.

2. Textual processor
A general configuration of the textual processor is shown in fig. 2. The
central part of Fig. 2 is a sequence of different stages of the text analysis. On the
left, the types of KDB used for each stage are shown. On the right, the types of
information provided by each stage of analysis are listed. Examples of the
results of textual processor function are shown in fig. 3. The brackets // are used
to mark phrase (sentence) boundaries, the brackets / show the positions of
syntagmatic boundaries, the number of the signs # indicates the relative duration
of the pauses, different punctuation marks show different possible types of
intonation, the signs ' and " show the accent type (weak or strong) and its
position in the word.

3. Prosodic processor
A configuration of the prosodic processor is shown in fig. 4.
Prosodically marked phonemic text coming from textual processor as syntagm
by syntagm is first labeled for accent groups (AG). The labeling procedure is
based on a set of special rules which take into account the distribution of word
accent type in the syntagm being analyzed. At the next step each ERG is
divided into pre-nucleus, nucleus and post-nucleus parts using special rules and
the information on the strong accent position in the ERG being analyzed. At the
final stage all of the parts of the ERG are provided with certain values of the
pitch (F0), duration (T) and the intensity of sounds (I). These values are
determined in accordance with the intonation type of the syntagm, the ERG
position in the syntagm and the given pattern contours of the F0, T, and I.
An example of the results of the prosodic processor function is
presented in fig 5. The brackets [ ] show the AG boundaries and the brackets ( )
- the boundaries of the pre-nucleus, nucleus and post-nucleus. The results of the
prosodic processor function include the initial and final values of the pitch F0,
intensity I, and the values of the duration T for each parts of AG mentioned
above.
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Fig. 2. Configuration of the textual processor

ORTHOGRAPHIC TEXT:
//She had your dark suit in greasy wash water all year//

SENTENCE ANALYSIS:
Identification of syntagm type & position
//She had/, your dark suit/##; in greasy wash water/#,,
all year//###

SYNTAGM ANALYSIS:
Identification of accent type & position
//She' ha"d/, you'r da"rk sui"t/##; in grea"sy wa'sh wa"ter/#,,
a"ll yea"r//###.

WORD ANALYSIS: Identification of phonemes type
//sh ix' hv ae" d/, jh axr' d aa" r k s ux" d/##; ih ng g r ix" s ix
w ao' sh w ao" dx axr/#,, ao" l y ih" axr//###.

Fig. 3. An example of textual processor operation
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Phonemic text:
//sh ix' hv ae" d/, jh axr' d aa" r k s ux" d/##; ih ng g r ix" s ix
w ao' sh w ao" dx axr/#,, ao" l y ih" axr//###.

Syntagm labeling on accent groups:
//[sh ix' hv ae" d]/, [jh axr' d aa" r k] [s ux" d]/##;
(final A.G.)
(initial A.G.) (final A.G.)
[ih ng g r ix" s ix w ao' sh] [w ao" dx axr]/#,
(initial A.G.)
(final A.G.)
[ao" l] [y ih" axr]//###.
(initial A.G.) (final A.G.)

A.G. labeling on prenucleus, nucleus, postnucleus:
[(ih ng) (g r ix") (s ix w ao' sh)] [(w ao") (dx axr)]/#,
pre/n nucl.
post/n
nucl. post/n

Transfer of the pattern contours of pitch (F0),
duration (T), and intensity (I) to the phonemic text:
[(ih ng) (g r ix") (s ix w ao' sh)] [(w ao") (dx axr)]/#,
F0 2 3 3
55
7 7 33
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8
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Fig. 5. An example of prosodic processor operation

4. Phonemic and acoustic processors
A configuration of the phonemic processor is shown in fig. 6. The main
function of this processor is a transformation of a phonemic text into an
allophonic one. At the first stage the word, AG and syntagm position of each
phoneme is analyzed and a certain allophone is then chosen with the help of
special rules. At the second stage the nearest environment of each phoneme is
analyzed and a certain allophone is again chosen by special selection rules.
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Fig. 6. Configuration of the phonemic processor

An example of phoneme-to-allophone transformation (only for vowels)
is shown in fig. 7. The central indexes after the vowel indicate the type of
positional allophone. The left and the right indexes indicate the type of the
combinatorial allophone.

Phonemic text:
//sh ix' hv ae" d/, jh axr' d aa" r k s ux" d/##;
ih ng g r ix" s ix w ao' sh w ao" dx axr/#,,
ao" l y ih" axr//###.

Generation of positional allophones (vowels):
1-fully str.,2-partially str.,3- 1-st prestr.,4-prestr.,5-poststr., ... .
//sh ix2 hv ae1 d/, jh axr2 d aa1 r k s ux1 d/##;
ih3 ng g r ix1 s ix5 w ao2 sh w ao1 dx axr5/#,,
ao"1 l y ih1" axr5//###.

Generation of combinatorial allophones (consonants):
pre/post labial-1, dental-2, alveolar-3, velar-4, lateral-5, ... .
//sh ix428 hv ae813 d/, jh axr723 d aa316 r k s ux313 d/##;
ih038 ng g r ix613 s ix351 w ao124 sh w ao113 dx axr350/#,,
ao"015 l y ih716" axr750//###.

Fig. 7. Anexample of phonemic processor operation

A general structure of the acoustic processor is shown in fig. 8. Its
functions are obvious from the figure.
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Fig. 8. Configuration of the acoustical processor

Concludion
The algorithms described above are utilized in software model of
Russian text-to-speech system [4] as wall as in Russian/German synthesizer [5].
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